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Introduction:
We shall first solve the Schwarzchild problem i.e the prob-
lem of static sphere of perfect fluid without using equation 

0Tik
k; =  or   

Condition (A) is used as a field equation in the books by 
Naralikar1 and Tolman2. Eddington3 has given the solutions 
and shown that the solutions satisfy Einstein’s field equa-
tions and boundary conditions. There is however a misun-
derstanding that condition (A) which arises because of the 
relation 0Tik

k; = .is necessary condition to solve Einstein’s 
field equations. As a matter of fact Einstein has converted 
the equation 0Tik

k; = into an identity. 0Tik
k; =  Hence we first 

show that Einstein’s field equations can be solved without 
using 0Tik

k; =  and then show that solutions for a static 
sphere of dust of uniform density can be obtained from 
corresponding solutions of a static sphere of perfect fluid 
by merely putting pressure 0P =

Einstein’s field equations for a static sphere of perfect 
fluid:
The line element is given by

The field equations are given by 

In these equations P30 +ρ=ρ  and is regarded as con-
stant inside the fluid. 

One can integrate equation (3) by using integrating factor  
2r−  to give

 

 From equations (1) and (2) one obtains on subtraction 

From equation (4) one can show that 
r2r

1e
2

λ′
=

−λ−  (6)

From (5) and (6) one gets 

 
Further substitution of wq ′=  gives

Equation (8) can be easily integrated to give  where 1k is 
the constant of integration.

This solution agrees with the solution given by Tolman4.
The constants of integration A and B can be found by us-
ing boundary conditions.

a) 0P = at the boundary ar =  and P can be ob-
tained from equation (1)

b) 
νe is continuous at ar = .We use the same exterior 

solution as Schwarchild exterior solution i.
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Using these boundary conditions one gets the same solu-
tion as

Result and Discussion:

Here we have not used the relation 0Tik
k; = . 

For dust 0P = Hence LHS of equations (1) and (2) are zero 
but equation (5) remains unaltered. Similarly ρ  in equation 
(3) is equal to 0ρ  for dust and is regarded as constant for 
static sphere of dust. The corresponding solutions for static 
sphere of dust are altered accordingly. One has to replace 

P30 +ρ=ρ for fluid by 0ρ=ρ for dust. Thus in equation (4) and 
(10) α  becomes  3

8 0πρ
=α  for dust. The constant m for exterior 

solution becomes 3
a4 2

0πρ

 for dust.

Kelkaret al5 have shown that a star (perfect fluid) of uni-
form density can rotate with any shape according to Ein-
stein but rotating star has unique ellipticity of shape ac-
cording to Newton. Further a star of spherical shape can 
rotate according to Einstein. In this paper we have shown 
that static sphere of dust can exist according to Einstein’s 
theory. For radial motion of a star see Kelkaret al6. The 
star can move with uniform velocity according to Einstein 
but is accelerated inward according to Newton. 

Conclusion:
These calculations done by us give strong motivation for-
suggesting a change in Einstein’s field equation.

We now give new field equations as 

1) 0Tik
k; = This is an independent equation which gives hy-

drodynamics of the fluid.

2) ikik0ik g4R η+πρ−≡ where ikη  is a small cor-
rection term.

 

This last condition ensures the Newtonian approximation 
of the field namely 

πρ−=∇−= 4g
2
1R 44

2
44 as shown by Eddington8. Similarly 

0Tik
k; =  gives Newtonian approximation of the dynamics 

of fluid as shown by Eddington9. One will have to take the 
equation of state of the fluid as an additional equation. 
This equation will prevent the collapse of star to a point. 
The factor 4π in the expression for ikη  has been obtained 
by Kelkar and Shrivastav10 using the principles of least ac-
tion and the energy momentum aspect.
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